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Introduction

Speaking is a complex motor skill and requires speakers to 
continuously monitor their own output to ensure accurate 
performance (Elman, 1981). To investigate the role of 
auditory feedback in speech-motor control, researchers 
have artificially altered what speakers hear by manipulat-
ing auditory feedback in real time (Houde & Jordan, 1998; 
Purcell & Munhall, 2006b). These studies show that the 
speech production system uses auditory input to control 
the production process. Acoustic parameters altered in 
real-time have included pitch (Burnett, Freedland, Larson, 
& Hain, 1998), formant frequencies (Houde & Jordan, 
1998), and fricative noise (Shiller, Sato, Gracco, & Baum, 
2009). Broadly, research has focused on auditory feedback 
being used on two different time-scales. In the short term, 
unexpected auditory feedback leads to immediate correc-
tive responses (Burnett, Senner, & Larson, 1997; Franken, 
Acheson, McQueen, Hagoort, & Eisner, 2018; Purcell & 
Munhall, 2006b). This line of research has shown that 
speakers on average quickly compensate for sudden audi-
tory feedback perturbations. In the longer term, speakers 
show evidence of adaptation to consistent feedback (Houde 

& Jordan, 1998; Jones & Munhall, 2000). Over time, 
speakers adapt to the new sensorimotor environment by 
changing their feedforward speech-motor commands 
accordingly (Purcell & Munhall, 2006a). This adaptation 
is typically seen in the persistence of changes in speech 
output even after normal feedback has been restored. Both 
the short-term compensation and the long-term adapta-
tion are almost always partial responses and therefore do 
not fully undo the effects of the introduced feedback 
manipulation.

Theoretical frameworks have been developed to account 
for feedback-based speech adjustments. For example, in 
the DIVA model (Guenther, 2006), a distinction is made 
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between the feedforward and feedback control systems. 
The feedback control system compares the expected sen-
sory consequences with the observed sensory input (i.e., 
the feedback). A mismatch leads to corrective behavioural 
adjustments. Over time, these adjustments are incorpo-
rated in the feedforward system to avoid future errors. 
Thus, according to DIVA, adaptive learning is dependent 
on short-term error-driven adjustments. A different frame-
work is the state feedback control (SFC) model (Houde, 
Kort, Niziolek, Chang, & Nagarajan, 2013; Houde & 
Nagarajan, 2011), where auditory feedback is used to con-
trol and update an internal estimate of the dynamic state of 
the speech production system. As in DIVA, unexpected 
auditory feedback perturbations in the SFC model lead to 
compensatory behavioural adjustments and/or longer term 
changes to the internal forward model. In contrast to DIVA, 
however, SFC assumes a single controller that operates on 
an internal state estimate. This estimate is based in part on 
auditory feedback and in part on the internal forward 
model. Adjustments of the forward model reflect adaptive 
learning and thus are not directly dependent on error-
driven adjustments, as they are in DIVA.

An open question is how the short- and long-term 
adjustments relate to each other. In the remainder of this 
article, we will refer to the immediate response to altered 
auditory feedback as compensation and to longer term 
changes in feedforward commands as adaptation. In 
Bayesian approaches to sensorimotor learning and adap-
tation (Franklin & Wolpert, 2011), the usefulness of adap-
tation varies across contexts. If a mismatch between 
expected and observed feedback is consistent time after 
time, it makes sense to adapt, to avoid future errors. If, 
however, the unexpected feedback is an isolated event, 
adaptation would lead to an additional error on the next 
attempt to speak. In the current study, we directly test 
whether feedback consistency affects adaptation. If audi-
tory feedback is consistent over time, speakers should 
adapt, whereas there should be no adaptation when the 
feedback is inconsistent.

In addition, although many studies have investigated 
compensation or adaptation, only few have looked at them 
together and hence been able to examine their interaction. 
Although a number of studies quantify both compensation 
and adaptation (Houde & Jordan, 2002; Keough, Hawco, 
& Jones, 2013; Purcell & Munhall, 2006a), “compensa-
tion” is often measured as the change in speech during 
altered feedback, which may reflect both compensation 
and adaptation effects. Recently, Parrell, Agnew, 
Nagarajan, Houde, and Ivry (2017) did disentangle com-
pensation and adaptation using separate experimental par-
adigms. Furthermore, both within and outside the speech 
domain, there is disagreement about whether compensa-
tion and adaptation are distinct processes (Albert & 
Shadmehr, 2016; Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008). In the 
speech domain, the leading models hold opposite views on 

this issue (the processes are distinct in SFC but not in 
DIVA).

In the current study, we tried to distinguish between 
compensation and adaptation using an altered auditory 
feedback paradigm with online adjustments to the first for-
mant of a vowel that participants produced. We thus asked 
whether compensation and adaptation are distinct pro-
cesses. We compared an inconsistent condition, where 
auditory feedback was perturbed on some trials but was 
left unperturbed on other trials, with a consistent condi-
tion, where the feedback was perturbed on all trials. We 
expected that speakers would show compensation by 
changing their speech output in the perturbed trials in both 
conditions (vs. the unperturbed baseline trials). In addi-
tion, we expected speakers to show adaptation of their 
feedforward motor commands in the consistent condition, 
but not (or less so) in the inconsistent condition. We 
expected more change in the perturbed trials in the consist-
ent than in the inconsistent condition, as the former should 
show both compensation and adaptation.

Materials and methods

Participants

Twenty-six healthy volunteers (age: M = 22, standard devi-
ation [SD] = 2.7; 17 females) participated after providing 
written informed consent in accordance with the Ethics 
Committee of the social sciences faculty of Radboud 
University. All participants had normal hearing, were 
native speakers of Dutch, and had no history of speech 
and/or language pathology. Two participants were excluded 
because their speech production was too quiet to trigger 
feedback perturbation. We decided to obtain useable data 
from 24 participants based on informal comparisons with 
prior studies reporting effects of perturbed auditory feed-
back (e.g., 20, 10, and 29 participants in the experiments 
reported in Burnett et al. (1998), 28 in Purcell and Munhall 
(2006b), and 18 in Jones and Munhall (2000)).

Paradigm

The experiment consisted of four blocks of 80 trials each 
(see Figure 1). The blocks differed in consistency and in 
the direction of the perturbation. On every trial, partici-
pants were instructed to vocalise /e/ as soon as the letters 
<ee> (the appropriate orthography in Dutch) appeared on 
a computer screen and to keep doing so until the letters 
disappeared (3 s later). They were asked to vocalise at a 
comfortable loudness. The trials were relatively long 
(compared with previous formant-adaptation studies) to be 
able to assess within-trial compensation. During vocalisa-
tion, participants’ speech was recorded and played back 
through headphones. The loudness gain was set so that it 
was rather loud but comfortable, and the gain was kept the 
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same across participants. In some trials (perturbation tri-
als), the auditory feedback was manipulated by shifting the 
first formant (F1) by 6.7% up (in two blocks) or down (in 
the other two blocks). These formant shifts were smaller 
than in previous F1 perturbation studies, to make sure that 
participants were not consciously aware of the perturba-
tion. There were two consistency conditions. In the con-
sistent condition, each block started with 20 start trials (no 
perturbation), followed by 40 perturbed trials (shifting F1 
in the same direction in all trials) and finally 20 end trials 
(no perturbation). In the inconsistent condition, the blocks 
also started with 20 start trials and ended with 20 end tri-
als, but the 40 trials in the middle were randomly assigned 
to be either non-perturbed or perturbed. F1 was shifted in 
the same direction in all perturbed trials in each block in 
the inconsistent condition and there were 20 perturbed tri-
als in total. Trial 21 (i.e., the first trial after the 20 start 
trials) in all four blocks was always perturbed. Each par-
ticipant was presented with all four blocks (consistent and 
inconsistent crossed with direction of F1 shift; see Figure 
1). The order of the blocks was counterbalanced while 
making sure consistency alternated between blocks.

All voice recordings were made on one channel using a 
Sennheiser ME64 cardioid microphone, which was set up 
in a sound-attenuated booth and connected to a dedi-
cated soundcard Motu MicroBook II outside the booth, 
connected in turn to a Windows laptop. Auditory feedback 
was delivered through the same soundcard which was 
also connected to Sennheiser HD 2801-13 headphones. 
Stimulus presentation and sound recording times were 
controlled by Audapter (Cai, Boucek, Ghosh, Guenther, 
& Perkell, 2008; Tourville, Cai, & Guenther, 2013) and 

MathWorks MATLAB (R2013b). None of the participants 
noticed any delay in the auditory feedback due to online 
processing. No additional filters (besides the ones 
implemented in Audapter) were used for online audio 
processing.

Analysis

For every trial, the participants’ speech recordings were 
marked for speech onset and offset by visual inspection, 
and F1 was estimated in Mels (Stevens, Volkmann, & 
Newman, 1937). Two time windows of interest were iden-
tified for further analyses. Trial F1 contours were extracted 
from 50 to 1,500 ms after speech onset. Trials where for-
mant estimation failed within this window were rejected 
(across participants, on average 1.5 [SD = 4.6] trials were 
removed). Most analyses were conducted on either a late 
time window (1,000-1,500 ms after speech onset), or an 
early time window (50-150 ms). The late window may 
reflect the added effects of both cross-trial adaptation and 
the results of online compensation during the current trial. 
The early window will reflect only cross-trial adaptation, 
as previous studies suggested that compensation responses 
may start from as early as 150 ms after speech onset (Cai 
et al., 2012; Purcell & Munhall, 2006b).

Further analyses were carried out with R (R Core Team, 
2013). For every subject and every block, F1 values were 
normalised in the following way:
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where F1start is the average F1 value of the start trials for 
that subject in that block, and d is the sign of the direction 
of perturbation in that particular block. This leads to F1norm 
values being expressed as the percentage change in the 
opposite direction to the perturbation direction, relative to 
the average F1 in the start phase. In other words, if partici-
pants compensate for the F1 perturbation, we expect F1norm 
to be positive, irrespective of the perturbation direction.

Statistical testing was done by means of linear mixed-
effects models as implemented by the R package lme4 
(Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). In a first step, 
an appropriate model was selected by means of Akaike’s 
Information Criterion (AIC). A series of models that dif-
fered with respect to their random effects structure were 
compared. Subsequently, the most appropriate random 
effects structure was selected and models with varying 
fixed effect structures were compared. The reported p val-
ues were calculated using a Satterthwaite approximation 
of the degrees of freedom.

To examine within-trial changes in the F1 time course, 
a non-parametric permutation test was performed with a 
clustering method to correct for multiple comparisons 
(Maris & Oostenveld, 2007), as implemented in the 
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Figure 1. Overview of the experimental blocks, in a 2-by-2 
design (consistency by perturbation direction). Order of the 
blocks was counterbalanced across participants so that two 
blocks of the same consistency never followed each other. 
The sequence of perturbed and unperturbed trials in the 
inconsistent condition is an example; trial-type order was 
randomised across participants (see main text for constraints 
on randomisation).
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Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 
2011). This was done for the data across the entire trial 
(50-1,500 ms) to determine whether there was a difference 
between the perturbed and unperturbed trials within the 
middle section of the inconsistent blocks and when such a 
difference might arise. The advantage of the cluster-based 
permutation test is that it is a data-driven way to detect 
differences between the conditions across the trial’s time 
course, without the need of specifying a priori a time win-
dow of interest. Samples for which the perturbed–unper-
turbed contrast exceeded an uncorrected α level of .05 
were temporally clustered. Cluster-level statistics were 
calculated by summing the t-statistics. Next, a permuta-
tion distribution was calculated by randomly exchanging 
data between the two trial types and calculating the maxi-
mal positive and negative cluster-level statistics for all 
10,000 permutations. The observed cluster-level statistic 
was tested against the permutation distribution, thus cor-
recting for multiple comparisons.

Results

Three sets of analyses were conducted. The first set 
focused on the late time window (1,000-1,500 ms), which 
would reflect both online compensation and adaptation 
effects. The second set of analyses focused only on the 
beginning of the trial (50-150 ms) to isolate longer term 
adaptation effects (i.e., before within-trial compensation 
could occur), and the third set of analyses (based on data 
from the late window, 1,000-1,500 ms) attempted to iden-
tify whether feedback consistency affected adaptation or 
compensation.

In the first set of analyses, the average normalised F1 
values in the late time window were compared across con-
sistency conditions. An overview is presented in Figure 2, 
where normalised F1 is shown as a function of Trial Type 
in both Conditions (inconsistent vs. consistent). As the 
figure suggests, participants altered the F1 in their speech 
output as a function of Condition and Trial Type.

The data from the perturbed and end trials were entered 
in linear mixed-effects models. Model selection was done 
in two steps by first varying the random effects structure 
and subsequently varying the fixed effects structure on the 
best-fitting model. Table 1 shows the fixed effects output 
of the best-fitting model, which included main effects of 
Trial Type and Consistency, but not their interaction. 

Without a fixed intercept in the model, a significant main 
effect indicates that F1 differed from the average start F1 
(given the normalisation). Table 1 shows that F1 was sig-
nificantly altered in perturbed trials in the consistent con-
dition, but not in the inconsistent condition. In addition, 
F1 in the end trials was lower than in the perturbed trials 
(p = .022). Under altered auditory feedback, participants 
responded by shifting their F1 in the opposite direction 
compared with the perturbation, but only under consistent 
perturbation across trials. After auditory feedback returned 
to normal, F1 returned to baseline.

Due to the design of the experiment, the number of 
perturbation trials differed between conditions. To make 
sure that the difference between the conditions was not 
due solely to the different number of trials, the same linear 
mixed-effects model was run on data including all per-
turbation trials in the inconsistent conditions and only 
the first 20 perturbation trials in the consistent condition. 
As in the initial model, participants adjusted F1 in the 
consistent condition (estimate = 0.0049, standard error 
[SE] = 0.00091, t(24.01) = 5.40, p < .001) but not in the 
inconsistent condition (estimate = 0.0013, SE = 0.0011, 

Figure 2. F1 adjustments as a function of trial type and 
consistency. The F1 adjustment values express change in F1 
as a percentage of the average F1 value in the start trials (see 
section “Materials and methods”), averaged across a late time 
window (1,000-1,500 ms after speech onset). Error bars reflect 
standard errors across participants (none given for the start 
trials, because these data are normalised relative to the start 
trial baseline).
Start: unperturbed trials at the beginning of a block; Perturbed: pertur-
bation trials; Unperturbed: unperturbed trials in the middle portion of 
an inconsistent block; End: unperturbed trials at the end of a block.

Table 1. Model: F1 ~ 0 + Condition + TrialType + (1 + Condition × TrialType | Participant).

Fixed effects Estimate SE t p (Satterthwaite)

Condition.Inconsistent 0.0012 0.0011 1.09 .29
Condition.Consistent 0.0048 0.0011 4.48 <.001*
TrialType.End –0.0026 0.0011 –2.46 .022*

SE: standard error.
*indicates significance at an α level of .05.
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t(24.10) = 1.15, p = .26). Again, F1 lowered F1 back to 
baseline in the end trials (estimate = −0.0026, SE = 0.0011, 
t(24.07) = −2.27, p = .033).

To compare the perturbed and unperturbed trials in 
the middle section of the inconsistent blocks, a similar 
analysis was carried out on the inconsistent condition 
only. The best-fitting model included a significant main 
effect of Trial Type (perturbed vs. unperturbed), suggest-
ing that in this late time window, there was more F1 change 
in the perturbed trials compared with the unperturbed 
(t(1,383) = 2.42, p = .016). This difference between per-
turbed and unperturbed trials in the inconsistent blocks is 
evidence of online compensation, given that the current 
feedback is the only difference between these trials. 
Importantly, because these analyses have focused on the 
average F1 at the end of each trial, the results could reflect 
within-trial compensation as well as adaptation effects. To 
have a clearer view on how these effects develop, Figure 3 
shows the F1 contour (or, more precisely, the difference in 
F1 contour from the average contour in the start trials) as a 
function of condition and direction of perturbation.

Interestingly, the F1 contour for perturbed and unper-
turbed trials in the inconsistent condition is similar ini-
tially, but the two time courses diverge towards the end of 
the trial. A cluster-based permutation test was carried out 
on the data from the entire trial (i.e., 50-1,500 ms) to deter-
mine whether the perturbed-trial data differed from the 
unperturbed-trial data. This analysis allows us to isolate 
the effect of compensation without the need to specify a 
time window of interest a priori. Effects of adaptation 
should be the same in perturbed and unperturbed trials 
because they are the result of previous trials (there was 

only a very small difference in the average amount of per-
turbed trials in the five trials preceding a perturbed trial 
[2.36] or an unperturbed trial [2.56]), whereas effects of 
compensation are dependent on differences in online audi-
tory feedback between the perturbed and unperturbed tri-
als. For the blocks with downwards F1 perturbation, F1 in 
the unperturbed trials was lower than in the perturbed trials 
(one-sided test; p = .035, confidence interval [CI = 0.031, 
0.039]). It tended to be higher in the positive F1 perturba-
tion blocks, but this was not significant (one-sided test; 
p = .27, CI = [0.26, 0.28]). The effect for the downwards F1 
shift was driven by a single large cluster starting from 
734 ms after speech onset. The time course of the uncor-
rected t statistics in Figure 4 suggests that F1 change 
increased with time for both F1 shift directions, suggesting 
that this effect is indeed due to within-trial compensation. 

Figure 3. F1 time courses from 50 to 1,500 ms after speech onset, as a function of trial type (colour), consistency (column), and 
perturbation direction (row). Semi-transparent shading indicates standard error across participants.

Figure 4. T statistic (uncorrected) for the inconsistent 
perturbed versus non-perturbed trials across time for each 
perturbation direction.
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Note that this difference between perturbed and unper-
turbed trials could be due to (a) compensation in the per-
turbed trials or (b) compensation in the unperturbed trials 
(if there is adaptation, normal auditory feedback in unper-
turbed would constitute a feedback perturbation in the 
opposite direction, possibly leading to compensation in the 
opposite direction). We suggest these two options are not 
mutually exclusive, and that both reflect speakers’ sensi-
tivity to online auditory feedback.

In the second set of analyses, we attempted to isolate the 
longer term adaptation effect from any within-trial com-
pensation. This was done by focusing on the initial portion 
of the trials (50-150 ms). Figure 5 shows the average over 
the early time windows for both conditions and both pertur-
bation directions. It can be seen especially in the consist-
ent condition that the perturbed trials show an adaptive 
change compared with the start trials (increased F1 when 
the perturbation was a downward F1 shift, and decreased 
F1 when perturbation was an increased F1 shift). A linear 
mixed-effects model that included fixed main effects of 
Perturbation Direction and Consistency as well as their 
interaction (with random slopes by participant for both 
main effects and their interaction) showed a significant 
main effect of Perturbation Direction (estimate = −0.0036, 
SE = 0.0017, t(23.02) = −2.18, p = .040). This suggests that 
the F1 change at trial beginnings was dependent on the 

feedback perturbation direction, and thus evidence of 
adaptation. Interestingly, this is a main effect, suggesting 
there was adaptation in both consistent and inconsistent 
trials. In addition, the interaction between Perturbation 
Direction and Consistency was marginally significant (esti-
mate = −0.0038, SE = 0.0022, t(23.06) = −1.75, p = .093). 
Specifically, this interaction was driven by the fact that the 
effect of perturbation direction on F1 was larger for the 
consistent (estimate = 0.0074, χ2(1) = 19.43, p < .001) com-
pared with the inconsistent condition (estimate = 0.0036, 
χ2(1) = 4.72, p = .030). Overall, despite the lack of clear 
after-effects, there was adaptation in both conditions, and 
more adaptation occurred in the consistent condition.

Finally, in the third set of analyses, we examined 
whether the consistency-related F1 adjustment for the per-
turbation trials was due to compensation or adaptation. A 
linear regression model was run where the consistency-
related adjustment (i.e., the overall effect of consistency 
between 1,000 and 1,500 ms after speech onset: the differ-
ence between consistent perturbed trials and inconsistent 
perturbed trials) was regressed against the amount of com-
pensation and the amount of adaptation for each partici-
pant. Within-trial compensation was quantified by taking 
the difference in F1 adjustments between inconsistent per-
turbation and non-perturbation trials for that participant 
(between 1,000 and 1,500 ms after speech onset). Although 
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this may reflect compensation in perturbed and unper-
turbed trials, both are online compensation effects and thus 
reflect speakers’ direct response to online feedback pertur-
bations. Longer term adaptation was quantified by taking 
the average F1 adjustment for that participants’ last 10 tri-
als in the mid phases of the consistent condition (between 
50 and 150 ms after speech onset, that is, before compensa-
tion could occur). Table 2 shows the results of the linear 
regression model. A marginally significant effect of adap-
tation suggests that part of the consistency difference can 
be explained by adaptation. In other words, the consistent 
perturbation leads to increased adaptation. There was no 
significant relation with compensation. In addition, there 
was no significant association between adaptation and 
compensation (r(46) = .093, p = .53). This result, though 
null, suggests that compensation and adaptation are two 
distinct processes, with consistency-related response dif-
ferences mainly due to adaptation.

Discussion

The current study used an altered auditory feedback para-
digm to investigate how feedback-related speech responses 
are affected by the consistency of feedback perturbations. 
The results indicate that consistency affects how speakers 
respond to altered auditory feedback, suggesting that more 
consistent feedback-based prediction errors lead to 
stronger behavioural adjustments.

Specifically, there was a difference between inconsist-
ent and consistent conditions in the perturbed trials. The 
perturbed trials in both conditions were exactly the same, 
so any response difference must be due to the consistency 
difference. This suggests that speakers’ motor adjustments 
are affected by the history of previous trials’ perturbations, 
as hypothesised. The stronger build-up of adaptation in the 
consistent condition could be because every intervening 
unperturbed trial in the inconsistent condition leads to 
adaptation in the opposite direction (because after adapta-
tion, no perturbation is essentially a perturbation in the 
opposite direction). This latter view is in line with what 
both DIVA and SFC models would predict. Alternatively, 
the results may be explained by an adjustment of the gain 
of feedback-driven adaptation mechanisms, leading to 
stronger adaptation in the consistent condition. Inconsistent 

auditory feedback could be considered less reliable, lead-
ing to a reduction in gain. In the consistent condition, in 
contrast, increased feedback reliability leads to a higher 
gain in feedback-related processing. Gain modulation of 
feedback processing is consistent with findings from the 
broader (non-speech) motor control literature (Gonzalez 
Castro, Hadjiosif, Hemphill, & Smith, 2014). In an arm-
reaching task with force field perturbations, the rate of 
trial-to-trial adaptations was associated with consistency 
of the environment, showing quicker/stronger adaptation 
with more consistent perturbations. Although Castro et al. 
disentangled environmental consistency and environmen-
tal variability, showing that the former affects adaptation 
rate, whereas the latter affects same-trial feedback 
responses, the current study is not able to disentangle these 
two factors. The current results therefore do not allow us to 
distinguish between the possibility of increased adaptation 
in the consistent condition or differential build-up of adap-
tation across trials in the consistent as opposed to the 
inconsistent condition.

In the current study, there was no after-effect in the 
overall analysis, although Figure 2 suggests a trend in the 
expected direction. Previously, the presence of an after-
effect has commonly been taken as evidence in favour of 
adaptation of feedforward commands. The lack of evi-
dence for after-effects in the current study may be due to 
the rather small magnitude of our perturbation and/or to 
the long trial length. Longer trials may lead to quicker dis-
sipation of the adaptation effect in the end trials. An alter-
native explanation is the number of trials: the relatively 
low number of perturbation trials may have been too low 
to induce after-effects. The presence or absence of after-
effects, however, has no bearing on the present demonstra-
tion of a consistency effect. In particular, the F1 adjustment 
at the beginning of trials shows that participants adapted 
their feedforward speech commands. This change occurred 
early in the trial, before compensation responses take 
effect (Purcell & Munhall, 2006b) and must thus reflect 
longer term adaptation. The association between partici-
pants’ adaptation and the consistency-related difference 
between conditions on the perturbation trials also suggests 
that consistency leads to stronger adaptation. Although 
this is expected based on existing theoretical frameworks 
and previous work in motor control, this has not been dem-
onstrated for speech production to date.

With respect to compensation, an analysis of the F1 
time course revealed a difference between perturbed and 
non-perturbed trials in the inconsistent condition, suggest-
ing that speakers showed within-trial feedback responses, 
at least in the blocks with downward F1 shifts. The analy-
sis of the F1 time courses suggested in addition (a) that 
compensation increases over time, as expected and (b) that 
speakers are more sensitive to downward F1 shifts com-
pared with upward F1 shifts. We speculate that this effect 
of perturbation direction may be due to asymmetry in 
Dutch vowel space: starting from /e/, there are more 

Table 2. Consistency-related speech adjustment as a function 
of adaptation and compensation.

Estimate SE t p

(Intercept) 0.0024 0.0018 1.33 .19
Adaptation 0.29 0.16 1.85 .07*
Compensation –0.060 0.081 –0.75 .46
Adaptation:Compensation 4.22 7.39 0.57 .57

SE: standard error.
*indicates marginal significance at an α level of .1.
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close-by vowel phonemes with decreasing F1 compared 
with increasing F1. As Niziolek and Guenther (2013) have 
shown, when auditory feedback is manipulated by shifting 
a vowel towards a close-by phoneme boundary, speakers 
tend to respond more strongly to avoid misinterpretation 
by the listener.

How can current theoretical frameworks account for the 
current results? The DIVA model (Guenther, Ghosh, & 
Tourville, 2006) suggests adaptation of the feedforward 
control subsystem occurs by integrating feedback-based 
corrections to avoid similar errors on subsequent trials. We 
speculate that DIVA might account for the present results 
by modulating the weights on the feedback control signal, 
but the model is not specific about how this modulation 
could be done. Even without this modulation, however, the 
DIVA model could account for the results by taking into 
account that trials with unperturbed feedback in the incon-
sistent condition could cancel out part of the adaptation 
built up so far and thus lead to an overall difference in 
adaptation between the consistent and inconsistent condi-
tions. Nevertheless, the DIVA model predicts that adapta-
tion and compensation are associated: feedforward motor 
control is adapted by integrating a weighted version of the 
compensation response of the previous trial. This hypoth-
esis was not borne out by the current results, as there was 
no correlation between compensation and adaptation. 
Although this is a null result, it suggests that compensation 
and adaptation are two separate processes, with mainly 
adaptation being affected by feedback consistency.

A somewhat different model is the SFC model (Houde 
& Nagarajan, 2011). This model assumes a Kalman gain 
function on the feedback prediction error. The Kalman 
gain depends on the variability in the observed feedback 
and thus can upregulate the influence of feedback when it 
is reliable (low variability) or downregulate when it is not. 
However, this gain controls the influence of feedback on 
the state estimate and therefore influences the online 
responses. Although Houde and Nagarajan (2011) state 
that adaptation is linked to updating the internal forward 
model (cf. Shadmehr, Smith, & Krakauer, 2010), it is 
unclear whether a similar gain or even the same gain is 
applied to the feedback’s influence on adaptation of the 
forward model. Note that the SFC model does argue for 
separate mechanisms that support compensation and 
adaptation. In addition, a recent study shows a dissocia-
tion between affected compensatory behaviour and 
affected forward-model adaptation in clinical disorders 
(Parrell et al., 2017). Overall, it seems that the SFC model 
is better equipped to account for the present results, 
although it is unclear how the feedback gain on adaptation 
of the forward model is regulated. Although the DIVA 
model does specify explicitly how the feedforward com-
mands are adapted, it assumes a close association between 
compensation and adaptation, which is not in line with the 
present results.

In summary, the present report suggests that speakers’ 
feedback-based speech adjustments depend on the consist-
ency of past feedback errors. This can be implemented in 
the speech system by assuming that perturbed and unper-
turbed trials cancel each other out in the inconsistent con-
dition, or by keeping track of the feedback error history. If 
the mismatch between expected and observed auditory 
input is consistent, feedforward control is adapted to the 
new environment. If the mismatch is sporadic, strong 
adaptation may in fact cause additional errors and is there-
fore not warranted. In addition, the current data suggest 
that short-term compensation and forward-model adapta-
tion are two distinct processes. This can be accounted for 
only by some models (such as the SFC model), but not by 
others (such as the DIVA model).
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